WATER RUNS DEEP
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Finding themselves with a property surrounded by water,
an active, outdoor-loving couple enlist Lake|Flato Architects
to create a temple of lakeside living
By Carla Avolio. Photography by Casey Dunn
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PREVIOUS SPREAD

The house is designed
so that the homeowners
can sit on the sofa in the
main living area and
watch television while
also enjoying a view of
Lake Austin.
THIS SPREAD

C

reating homes that connect with the outdoors has
become near orthodox architectural practice
in Austin, and rightly so. Who wouldn’t want
to embrace the city’s abundant greenery and
a climate that boasts 300 sunny days a year?
Still, few in the industry work the genre quite
like Lake|Flato Architects, the San Antoniobased firm known for taking the concept of
inside-outside homes rooted to the landscape to
thrilling and captivating extremes. So extreme,
in fact, that as co-founder Ted Flato himself admits, “Sometimes it’s
hard to distinguish outdoors from indoors.”
Since its founding 31 years ago, the firm behind landmarks such
as the Hotel San Jose and the Pearl Brewery in San Antonio has
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A 216-foot-long
boardwalk (right) takes
the homeowners from
the driveway and past
the two guest bedrooms
and the rectangular,
2,836-square-foot
main house (left),
ending at a cozy pavilion
along the lake.

built a reputation for creating buildings marked by sustainability
and sensitivity to place. Whether in city or country, these projects
share unmistakable qualities, such as rugged, natural materials and
ingenious siting that showcases the unique nature of every property.
A waterside home in Austin, for example, appears to be a wooden
village nestled by a canal.
In 2009, the firm caught the attention of Karen and Grant Richards,
a San Francisco–based couple who had purchased a five-acre property on the banks of Lake Austin that included a remarkable natural
asset: a picturesque creek meandering through heavily wooded terrain, past a grove of majestic oaks and pecans before finally meeting
the lake. The couple—an outdoorsy pair fond of long runs and lake
swims—wanted a home that would allow them to seamlessly transition from boating to lunch to barefoot drinks. That is when Lake|Flato

entered the picture. As Flato recalls when first visiting the site: “The
land harks back to the old Austin I remember, when you’d ride your
motorboat up to get a burger. So the key was leveraging the outdoors
and keeping everything very laid back and informal.”
Flato and project architect Brian Comeaux thus positioned the
house on a quarter-acre triangle at the confluence of the lake and
creek. The structure was broken up into a compound of buildings
arranged in an L shape to wrap around a glorious heritage oak, whose
centuries-old branches sprawl to shade the entire courtyard. But this
being Lake|Flato, the duo had one more idea that would transform
the home from one where nature is admired through a window to
one where it’s an all-sensory part of the experience. The ingenious
device relates to a rather unusual aspect of the client’s program.
“Both Karen and Grant are Ironman triathlon people,” Flato says

with obvious delight, “so we had to find a way of keeping them in
shape even while they’re here relaxing.”
Along one side of the main house, the architects installed a 75-foot
linear lap pool for triathlon training. The stroke of genius, though,
lies in the pool’s positioning next to the living quarters (they share
the same wall), which makes it possible to be having breakfast at the
dining table while watching somebody splash past at eye level. Or,
to simply lie on the couch enjoying the mesmerizing dance of light
reflected off the pool onto the ceiling. “This house is a celebration of
life on the water,” says Comeaux. “We couldn’t build right beside the
lake, so the pool brings water literally to the doorstep.”
To string together the compound’s different components, the
designers created a boardwalk connecting the driveway to the
lake via a single 224-foot-long wooden spine. From the driveway, it
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“THIS HOUSE IS A CELEBRATION OF LIFE ON THE WATER,”
SAYS COMEAUX. “WE COULDN’T BUILD RIGHT BESIDE THE LAKE,
SO THE POOL BRINGS WATER LITERALLY TO THE DOORSTEP.”

Because both the
homeowners compete
in triathlons, the
architects designed a
75-foot-long lap pool
to run alongside the
house. A swimmer can
be seen training from
the kitchen, living room
or dining area.
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From the outdoor living
room (opposite page,
left) to the dining area
with an Ingo Maurer
mobile (opposite,
bottom right) to the
kitchen (right), Santini
designed an interior
that’s both rugged
and inviting.

passes an airy garage followed by two guest rooms that do double
duty as music and yoga studios thanks to Murphy beds custom
milled in maple. Farther down, the boardwalk crosses the pool
before landing in what the architects refer to as the entry porch—a
soaring, double-height outdoor living room that fills with cooling
cross breezes coming off the water beyond. The path then continues stepping down to the lake, culminating in a floating pavilion
furnished and screened for insect-free waterside dining. As Flato
likes to note, this layout gives the home “front” doors from both
the water and land.
Back in the entry porch, a door leads to the simple, rectangular main
house, which, while providing 2,056 square feet of air-conditioned
comfort, still bears the signature Lake|Flato stamp of merging interiors with the landscape. In the open living-kitchen-dining space,
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for instance, a screened porch at one end is nestled among towering
trees while a breakfast alcove offers a place to take in the sun and
water vistas. Meanwhile, a colossus of a barn door on the upstairs
master bedroom can be rolled open to create an instant connection to
the common area below as well as to wraparound views of the creek
rippling endlessly into the lake. “It’s about inviting the outdoors in
with just a couple of moves, rather than running around opening
thousands of windows,” Flato notes.
For the designers, the project was also about connecting the building to the singularly spirited city it calls home. Comeaux injected
bursts of fun throughout, from Grant’s glass-cube office, perched
like a crow’s nest high up in the rafters of the entry hall, to Karen’s
equally high-octane work space jutting daringly over the swimming
pool. Similarly, a lack of pretense defines the home’s interiors, where

the blackened-steel frame and wooden rafters are left exposed.
Even the three-foot-high concrete retaining wall in the living room
is left as is because “that’s what’s keeping up the pool on the other
side,” says Comeaux.
For furnishings, Fern Santini from ABODE curated a rugged,
locally sourced ensemble that’s both inviting and in sync with
the surroundings. Low-slung, clay-colored leather chairs in the
screened porch invite you to sit back and put your feet up, while
a Kyle Bunting cowhide rug adds just the right amount of softness
to the living room. Santini’s favorite piece, a delicate Ingo Maurer
mobile above the dining room table, spins with the slightest breeze,
providing a gentle reminder of the elements at work. “This was one
of those pieces that either gets you fired or wins over the clients,”
says Santini with a laugh. “But they loved it from day one.”

As well as down-to-earth pragmatism, the celebrated firm is known
for sustainable innovations. Here, that takes the form of a water-source
geothermal system that uses the lake to efficiently heat-cool the house
and pool. Even better, with electrical meters on every circuit, the firm
is monitoring the home’s energy use and will be making recommendations to the owners on how best to mitigate waste. “When we started,
we had a seat-of-the-pants environmental program where we’d put
our finger up in the air to find out where the breezes came from,” says
Flato. “Now we use science.”
A delightfully fun, undeniably refined home that celebrates Mother
Nature as fervently as it protects her? It’s enough to make anybody
reluctant to leave. “I know that Karen and Grant split their time between
San Francisco and Austin,” says Comeaux, “but honestly, they always
seem to be here.”
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